Post-oral sugar appetition in mice. The MDG results indicate that MDG acts as a ligand for SGLT3 in post-oral sugar appetition by using agonists and antagonists. This strategy has been used to identify potential sugar sensors that play a role in sugar appetite. SGLT3 is thought to serve as a glucose sensor in enteroendocrine cells and other tissues (39, 58).

The presence of the oral sweet taste receptor (T1R2+T1R3) in the intestinal tract suggested the possibility that the same sensor that stimulates sugar appetite in the mouth also mediates sugar appetite in the gut (5). However, this notion is not supported by the findings that sweet agoutic mice (sucrose, maltose, and maltodextrin) condition robust flavor preferences, IG fructose has weaker or no conditioning effects, whereas the non-nutritive sweetener sucralose conditioned a mild aversion (50). These findings indicate that gut sensors other than T1R2 and T1R3 mediate the appetite produced by gastric and intestinal glucose infusions. Two candidate sensors are sodium glucose co-transporters (SGLT1) and SGLT3. The sodium glucose co-transporter SGLT1 is a transporter of glucose in intestinal enterocytes and is also thought to serve as a glucose sensor in enteroendocrine cells (56, 63). The related protein SGLT3 has little or no transport function but may serve as a glucose sensor in the gut (56, 63). SGLT1 and SGLT3 are attractive candidates because they bind to glucose but not fructose. The two sensors differ in that glucose and galactose are substrates for SGLT1 but only glucose binds to SGLT3. In rats and mice, IG galactose failed to condition flavor preferences (49, 51), which would appear to implicate SGLT3 as the sensor responsible for post-oral glucose appetition. However, a recent study reported that IG intubation of glucose and galactose, but not fructose, conditioned place preferences in mice (30). In addition, we recently reported that sweet agoutic Tlr3 and Tippm5 knockout (KO) mice expressed preferences for glucose and galactose, but not for fructose, in 24-h sugar vs. water tests, which we attributed to the differential post-oral actions of the sugars (68). Taken together, these findings suggest that galactose, like glucose, has post-oral reward actions in mice in some test situations.

The present study investigated the role of SGLT1 and SGLT3 in post-oral sugar appetition by using agonists and antagonists of these sugar sensors. This strategy has been used to characterize the sugar sensors involved in gut hormone release, sugar-induced satiety, and brain neural responses (12, 20, 43, 45, 54, 56). Experiment 1 compared the post-oral conditioning effects of glucose, galactose, and fructose using a newly developed IG self-infusion paradigm that reveals both

FOOD INTAKE AND PREFERENCE are guided by oral sensations (taste, odor, and mouth feel) that contribute to the identification and hedonic evaluation of food flavor. Considerable progress has been made in identifying the taste receptors that respond to sugar, fat, and amino acids that provide attractive sweet, fatty, and umami flavors to foods (8). The appetite for such foods is further enhanced by the post-oral actions of ingested nutrients (50). This is demonstrated in laboratory rodents by the intake stimulation and learned preferences for arbitrary flavors (conditioned stimuli, CS) that are paired with gastric or intestinal infusions of sugar, fat, and proteins (or glutamate) (50). However, relatively little is known about the sites and identities of the sensors that mediate the post-oral appetite-stimulating actions of nutrients, a process we refer to as appetite (48). In the case of sugars, several findings implicate the upper small intestine as a primary site of action for glucose appetition. That is, preferences for flavored saccharin solutions are conditioned by gastric, duodenal, and jejunal glucose infusions, but not by gastric infusions with a closed pylorus, or by ileal, hepatic-portal, or intraperitoneal glucose infusions (2, 15, 67). Hepatic-portal glucose infusions produced preferences in other conditioning paradigms, however, which suggest that sugar sensors in both the upper intestinal and hepatic portal regions contribute to sugar conditioning (39, 58).
rapid glucose stimulation of intake and flavor preference conditioning in C57BL/6J mice (67, 69). Experiment 2 extended this analysis by comparing the post-oral appetition effects of glucose with those of two nonmetabolizable glucose analogs: α-methyl-d-glucopyranoside (MDG) and 3-O-methyl-d-glucopyranoside (OMG). These analogs were of interest because they are both ligands for the SGLT1 transporter, and MDG is also a ligand for SGLT3 (56, 63). Furthermore, they both evoke physiological responses similar to glucose, such as inhibition of gastric emptying and release of GLP-1 and GIP hormones, although MDG is more effective than OMG in mimicking glucose actions in some responses (35, 44). Experiment 3A determined the effects of the SGLT1/3 antagonist phlorizin on the flavor-conditioning effects of glucose and MDG. Experiment 3B then determined whether blocking glucose actions on SGLT1 and SGLT3, as well as on the sugar transporter GLUT2, using a mixture of phlorizin and phloretin would more effectively prevent glucose-conditioned flavor preferences (see Ref. 29).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1—Glucose, Galactose, and Fructose

This experiment compared the post-oral appetition effects of IG self-infusions of glucose, galactose, and fructose, which have differential actions on SGLT1 and SGLT3. The test protocol was identical to that used in our recent study of 2–32% glucose self-infusions (67). In experiment 1A, the mice were infused with 8% sugar solutions based on our finding that 8% glucose was the threshold concentration to condition a CS+ preference (67). Experiment 1B determined whether a higher sugar concentration (12%) enhanced the conditioning response to galactose and fructose.

Animals. Adult male C57BL/6J (B6) mice (10 wk old) born in the laboratory from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) stock were singly housed in plastic tub cages kept in a test room maintained at 22°C with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. The mice were maintained on 85–90% of their ad libitum body weight by feeding them fixed-size chow pellets (5001; PMI Nutrition International, Brentwood, MO) prior to 22°C with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. The mice were maintained on singly housed in plastic tub cages kept in a test room maintained at laboratory from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) stock were

Surgery. Mice were fitted with IG catheters (0.84 mm OD × 0.36 mm ID, Micro-Renathane tubing, MRE-033; Braintree Scientific, Braintree, MA) while anesthetized with isoflurane (2%) inhalation, as previously described (52). About 10 days after surgery the mice were briefly (5 min) anesthetized with isoflurane, and tubing was attached to the gastric catheter and then passed through an infusion harness with a spring tether (CIH62, Instech Laboratories, Plymouth Meeting, PA). The tubing was then attached to an infusion swivel mounted on a counterbalanced lever (Instech Laboratories). The body weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery, and the weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery. The body weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery, and the weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery. The weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery, and the weight of each mouse was measured before and after surgery.

Apparatus. IG infusion tests were conducted in plastic test cages (52). The sipper spouts were interfaced via electronic lickometers (Med Electronics, St. Albans, VT) to a computer, which operated a syringe pump (A-99; Raziel Scientific, Stamford, CT) that infused liquid into the gastric catheters as the animals licked. The pump rate was nominally 0.5 ml/min, but the animal controlled the overall infusion rate and volume by its licking response. In particular, the computer accumulated licks during 3-s bins and activated the pump for 3 s when a criterion number of licks was recorded. The oral-to-infusion intake ratio was maintained at ∼1:1 by adjusting the lick criterion for each mouse. Daily oral fluid intakes were measured to the nearest 0.1 g, and IG intakes were recorded to the nearest 0.5 ml.

Test solutions. The CS solutions contained 0.025% sodium saccharin (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) flavored with 0.02% ethyl acetate or propyl acetate (Sigma). The CS− solution was paired with IG infusion of water, while the CS+ solution was paired with IG infusion of food-grade glucose, fructose (Honeywell Food Products, Rancho Cucamonga, CA), or galactose (Sigma). In experiment 1A, the 8% Fructose, 8% Galactose and 8% Glucose groups contained 14, 12, and 10 mice, respectively. In experiment 1B, the 12% Fructose, Galactose, and Glucose groups contained 12, 9, and 12 mice, respectively. For about half of the animals in each group, the CS− solution contained ethyl acetate, and the CS+ solution contained propyl acetate; the flavonoids were reversed for the remaining animals.

Procedure. The mice were trained (1 h/day) in the test cages for two sessions with unflavored 0.025% sodium saccharin solution, while water-deprived and then for four sessions while food-restricted to 85–90% of their ad libitum body weight; saccharin intakes were paired with matched-volume infusions of water. The mice were then given three 1-h test sessions with the CS− saccharin solution paired with IG water infusions followed by three sessions with the CS+ saccharin solution paired with IG infusions of the appropriate sugar solution. The mice were then given two alternating (A) sessions, each with the CS−/IG water (days 1 and 3) and the CS+/IG sugar (days 2 and 4) to enhance their discrimination between the two solutions (67). In the last of each CS− and CS+ session, the mice were given a second sipper tube containing water not paired with IG infusions to familiarize them with the presence of two sipper tubes for the subsequent two-bottle test. The two-bottle test with the CS+ and CS− solutions, no longer paired with IG infusions, was conducted over four 1 h/day sessions.

Data analysis. CS− licks and total intakes (oral + IG infusate) during the last two 1 h/day sessions were averaged. The data from these two sessions, referred to as test 0, and the licks and intakes during the three CS+ sessions (tests 1–3) were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA with a group factor (IG Sugar group) and repeated-measures factor (tests 0–3). Similarly, the mean CS− and CS+ licks during the two alternating one-bottle sessions and the four two-bottle tests were compared in separate ANOVAs. Additional analyses are described in the results.

RESULTS

Experiment 1A. Fig. 1A shows the total 1-h lick data for CS− test 0 and CS+ tests 1–3. Analysis of these data revealed that the 8% sugar groups did not differ in their CS− licks paired with IG water self-infusion (test 0) but did differ in their CS+ licks paired with IG 8% sugar self-infusion [group × test interaction, F(6,99) = 4.32, P < 0.001]. The 8% Glucose and 8% Galactose groups, but not the 8% Fructose group, significantly increased 1-h licks when switched from the CS− to the CS+. A comparison of the CS+ tests 1–3 licks indicated that the 8% Glucose group licks more (P < 0.01) than the 8% Fructose group, while the licks of the 8% Galactose group were intermediate between the other two groups [F(2,32) = 6.2, P < 0.01]. Within-group analyses revealed that the 8% Galactose group [F(3,33) = 10.1, P < 0.001] and 8% Glucose group [F(3,27) = 14.5, P < 0.001] licks more in each of CS+ tests 1–3 than in CS− test 0 and that their licks in tests 1–3 did not differ. The 1-h intake data (CS solution + IG infusion) revealed a similar pattern of results [group × test interaction,
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between CS/H11001 and CS/H11002 P/H11022/H11005 infusions in R842 POST-ORAL SUGAR SENSING AND APPETITE intakes of the groups did not differ in but not in the 8% Fructose group (1.9 to 2.2 g/h). The CS (2.0 to 3.3 g/h) and the 8% Galactose (1.9 to 2.9 g/h) groups, respectively. A comparison of the CS+ tests 1–3 licks indicated that the 12% Glucose and Galactose groups did not differ and both licked more (P < 0.01) than the 12% Fructose group [F(2,33) = 23.7; P < 0.001]. Within-group analyses revealed that the 12% Glucose group increased (P < 0.01) CS licks from test 0 to 1 and then in each successive CS+ test. The 12% Galactose group increased (P < 0.01) their licks from test 0 to 1 and then from test 2 to 3. The 1-h intake data revealed a similar pattern of results [group × test interaction, F(6,99) = 12.74, P < 0.001]. Overall, intakes significantly increased from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 in the 12% Fructose group (2.1 to 3.5 g/h) and the 12% Galactose (2.0 to 3.2 g/h) groups, but not in the 12% Glucose group (1.9 to 2.2 g/h). The CS− intakes of the groups did not differ in test 0, whereas their CS+ tests 1–3 intakes differed as follows: 12% Glucose = 12% Galactose > 12% Fructose.

In the alternating training sessions, the 12% Glucose and 12% Galactose groups licked more than the 12% Fructose group [F(2,33) = 13.1; P < 0.01]. In addition, the 12% Glucose and 12% Galactose groups licked more (P < 0.001) in the CS+ than CS− sessions (1,865.0 vs. 1,252.1, 1,137.5 vs. 9,092.5, respectively), whereas the CS+ and CS− licks did not differ in the 8% Fructose group (769.8 vs. 833.9) [group × CS interaction, F(2,33) = 12.9; P < 0.001].

Figure 1B presents the lick data for the two-bottle CS+ vs. CS− choice test conducted without IG infusions. Analysis of these data revealed a group × CS interaction [F(2,33) = 22.6; P < 0.001]. In particular, the 8% Glucose and Galactose groups licked significantly more (P < 0.001 and P < 0.05, respectively) for the CS+ than CS−, while the CS licks of the 8% Fructose group did not differ. Furthermore, the CS+ licks differed (P < 0.001) among the groups: 8% Glucose > 8% Galactose = 8% Fructose groups, but CS− licks did not differ. A similar pattern of results was obtained in the analysis of two-bottle intake data except that the CS+ intakes of the 8% Glucose and Galactose groups only marginally differed (P = 0.052). Also, the Glucose group consumed less CS− than the Fructose and Galactose groups (data not shown). The groups also differed in their percent CS+ licks [F(2,33) = 27.9; P < 0.001]. The 8% Glucose group displayed a higher preference (70%, P < 0.01) than did 8% Galactose (56%) and Fructose (51%) groups, which did not differ from one another. Note that the 56% CS+ preference of the 8% Galactose group was very weak, but 10 of the 12 mice licked more for the CS+ than CS−.

Experiment 1B

Fig. 2A shows the total 1-h lick data for CS− test 0 and CS+ tests 1–3. Analysis of these data revealed that the 12% sugar groups did not differ in their CS− licked paired with IG water self-infusion (test 0) but did differ in their CS+ licks paired with IG 12% sugar self-infusion in tests 1–3 [group × test interaction, F(6,99) = 14.80; P < 0.001]. The 12% Glucose and Galactose groups, but not the 12% Fructose group, significantly increased 1-h licks when switched from the CS− to the CS+. A comparison of the CS+ tests 1–3 licks indicated that the 12% Glucose and Galactose groups did not differ and both licked more (P < 0.01) than the 12% Fructose group [F(2,33) = 23.7; P < 0.001]. Overall, intakes significantly increased from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 in the 12% Glucose (2.1 to 3.5 g/h) and the 12% Galactose (2.0 to 3.2 g/h) groups, but not in the 12% Fructose group (2.1 to 2.2 g/h). The CS− intakes of the groups did not differ in test 0, whereas their CS+ test 1 and test 3 intakes differed as follows: 12% Glucose = 12% Galactose > 12% Fructose. Test 2 intakes differed as follows: 12% Glucose > 12% Galactose > 12% Fructose.

In the alternating training sessions, the 12% Glucose and 12% Galactose groups licked more than the 12% Fructose group [F(2,33) = 13.1; P < 0.01]. In addition, the 12% Glucose and 12% Galactose groups licked more (P < 0.001) in the CS+ than CS− sessions (1,665.0 vs. 1,252.1, 1,137.5 vs. 9,092.5, respectively), whereas the CS+ and CS− licks did not differ in the 12% Fructose group (931.1 vs. 939.5) [group × CS interaction; F(2,33) = 9.7, P < 0.001].
also differed in their percent CS+ licks \([F(2,33) = 34.0; P < 0.001]\). The 12% Glucose group displayed a higher (\(P < 0.01\)) preference (84%) than the 12% Galactose group (64%), which displayed a higher preference than the 12% Fructose (53%) group.

**DISCUSSION**

**Glucose.** As previously reported, the 8% Glucose mice licked significantly more for the CS+ than CS− beginning in CS+ test 1 and displayed a significant CS+ preference in the two-bottle choice test without IG infusions (67). Experiment 1B revealed an even greater stimulation of CS+ licking and CS+ preference in the 12% Glucose group. This confirms our prior concentration-response findings obtained with mice tested with 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32% glucose infusions. As detailed in our prior report, an analysis of within-session lick rates revealed that the IG glucose groups increased their CS+ licking as early as 4–6 min in CS+ test 1 and showed substantial increases in CS+ licking in minutes 1–3 of tests 2 and 3. Similar changes in lick rates were observed in the 12% Glucose group in the present study (data not shown).

**Fructose.** In contrast to the Glucose groups, the 8% and 12% Fructose groups failed to increase their 1-h licks in CS+ tests 1–3 or display a significant preference for the CS+ over the CS−. This is consistent with prior 1-h lick data obtained with B6 mice drinking 0.8% sucralose and less “sweet” 8% glucose and 8% fructose solutions. That is, the mice that switched from sucralose to glucose licked much more for the sugar, whereas the mice that switched from sucralose to fructose licked much less sugar than sucralose (66). The present 1-h IG results are also in agreement with our 24-h IG study showing that IG infusions of 8% or 16% fructose, unlike glucose infusions, failed to stimulate intake or condition CS+ preferences in B6 mice (49). The 1- and 24-h IG conditioning results indicate that the post-oral actions of fructose have no reinforcing effects in B6 mice. This conclusion is compatible with the failure of naïve sweet ageusic Tlr3 KO and Trpm5 KO mice to develop preferences for orally consumed fructose solutions, which contrasts with their robust experience-induced preferences for glucose solutions (68).

**Galactose.** The present results provide the first evidence that IG infusions of galactose can stimulate intake and condition flavor preferences in rodents. The 8% and 12% galactose infusions increased lick rates in the very first CS+ test session and further stimulated licking in subsequent test sessions. Overall, the 8% and 12% galactose infusions stimulated CS+ licking as much as did the IG glucose infusions. However, galactose conditioned weaker CS+ preferences than did glucose. In particular, the preference of the 8% Galactose group, while statistically significant, was quite modest (56%) and substantially less than the 70% CS+ preference of the 8% Glucose group. The 12% galactose IG infusions increased the CS+ preference to 64%, but it was significantly lower than the 84% preference produced by the 12% glucose infusions.

To determine whether a higher galactose concentration would condition a still stronger CS+ preference, another group of mice (\(n = 12\)) was tested as in experiment 1 but with IG infusions of 16% galactose. These mice displayed only a marginal (\(P = 0.079\)) increase in CS+ licks in tests 1–3. The 16% galactose mice showed a weak (54%), albeit significant
(P < 0.05), CS+ preference in the two-bottle tests, which contrasts with the 80% CS+ preference displayed by rats infused with 16% glucose infusions (67). Thus, while IG galactose can stimulate intake and condition a flavor preference, it is effective only at a limited concentration range and much less so than glucose. Postabsorptive metabolic factors may limit the appetitive effects of galactose (see General Discussion).

Experiment 2: Glucose Analogs

The present experiment further explored the role of intestinal SGLT proteins in sugar appetite by comparing the conditioning effects of two nonmetabolizable glucose analogs: MDG, a substrate for both SGLT1 and SGLT3, and OMG, a substrate for SGLT1 only. Prior studies have used these two glucose analogs to reveal the sugar-sensing mechanisms involved in gastrointestinal hormone release and satiety effects (7, 12, 18, 19, 21, 33, 37), but their abilities to stimulate intake and condition flavor preferences have not been previously investigated. One study reported, however, that OMG gastric intubation failed to condition a place preference in mice (30).

At the end of behavioral testing, the effects of the IG glucose and glucose analog infusions on blood glucose levels were measured. This was of interest because of the potential role of postabsorptive glucose in preference conditioning (39, 58). A prior study indicated that gastric intubation of MDG, unlike glucose, did not increase plasma glucose levels in B6 mice (37).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult male B6 mice were housed and tested as in experiment 1. Experiment 2A included 8% MDG (n = 14) and 8% OMG (n = 15) groups and experiment 2B included 12% MDG (n = 14) and 12% OMG (n = 9) groups. Their licking responses were compared with those of the 8% and 12% Glucose groups of experiment 1.

Following the two-bottle tests, blood glucose levels were measured. Each mouse was infused with 0.6 ml of its respective sugar solution (8% or 12% glucose, MDG, or OMG) over a 10-min period (see Ref. 67). Tail blood samples were measured using a FreeStyle Freedom Lite (Abbott Diabetes Care, Alameda, CA) blood glucose meter just before (0 min), and 15, 30, and 60 min following the start of the IG infusion. Data were collected from an additional group of mice (n = 12) that were infused IG with 0.6 ml of water instead of glucose (67). The blood glucose data were analyzed using an ANOVA with a group factor and a repeated-measure factor (sample time points). In addition, incremental areas under the curve (IAUC) were calculated and compared across groups with a one-way ANOVA.

RESULTS

Experiment 2A

Fig. 3A shows the total 1-h lick data for CS− test 0 and CS+ tests 1–3. Analysis of these data revealed that the 8% sugar groups did not differ in their CS− licks paired with IG water self-infusion (test 0), and all three groups increased their licking response in the CS+ tests, although to different degrees [group × test interaction, F(6,108) = 4.4; P < 0.001]. A comparison of the CS+ tests 1–3 revealed that the Glucose group licked more than the 8% MDG group in test 1; there were no other group differences [F(4,72) = 4.9; P < 0.01]. In addition, within-group analyses revealed that the 8% Glucose and 8% OMG groups licked (P < 0.01) more in CS+ tests 1–3 than in CS− test 0, whereas the 8% MDG group licked more only in CS+ tests 2 and 3 than in CS− test 0. The 1-h intake data revealed a similar pattern of results [group × test interaction, F(6,108) = 4.46; P < 0.001]. Overall, all three groups significantly increased their solution intakes from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 (2.0 to 3.3 g/h for 8% Glucose, 2.4 to 3.2 g/h for 8% MDG, and 1.9 to 2.7 g/h for 8% OMG). The CS− intakes of the groups did not differ in test 0, whereas their CS+ test 1 intakes differed as follows: 8% Glucose > 8% OMG > 8% MDG; CS+ intakes did not differ in tests 2 and 3.
In the alternating training sessions, the groups differed in their CS+ and CS− licks [group × CS interaction, $F(2,36) = 4.4; P < 0.05$]. Only the 8% Glucose and 8% MDG groups licked more ($P < 0.001$) in the CS+ vs. CS− sessions (1.467 vs. 1.152, 1.391 vs. 1.102, respectively); CS+ and CS− licks did not significantly differ in the 8% OMG group (1.102 vs. 1.006).

Fig. 3B presents the lick data for the two-bottle CS+ vs. CS− choice test. Analysis of these data revealed a group × CS interaction [$F(2,36) = 9.75; P < 0.001$]. In particular, the 8% Glucose and MDG groups licked significantly more ($P < 0.001$) for the CS+ than CS−, while the CS licks of the 8% OMG group did not differ. Furthermore, the CS+ licks differed ($P < 0.001$) among the groups: 8% Glucose > 8% MDG > 8% OMG groups, but CS− licks did not differ. A similar pattern of results was obtained in the analysis of the two-bottle intake data, except that the CS+ intakes of the 8% Glucose and 8% MDG groups did not significantly differ (data not shown). The groups also differed in their percent CS+ licks [$F(2,36) = 10.22; P < 0.001$]. The 8% Glucose and MDG groups displayed similar preferences (70%) that exceeded ($P < 0.01$) that of the 8% OMG group (56%).

**Experiment 2B**

Fig. 4A shows the total 1-h licks for CS− test 0 and CS+ tests 1–3. Analysis of these data revealed that the 12% sugar groups did not differ in their CS− licks paired with IG water self-infusion (test 0), and all three groups increased their licking response in the CS+ tests although to different degrees [group × test interaction, $F(6,96) = 7.65; P < 0.001$]. A comparison of the CS+ tests 1–3 revealed that overall the CS+ licks of the 12% Glucose group exceeded that of the MDG and OMG groups, which did not differ from one another [$F(2,32) = 6.74; P < 0.001$]. Within-group analyses indicated that the 12% Glucose and MDG groups licked more in CS+ tests 1–3 than in CS− test 0, whereas the 12% OMG group licked more only in CS+ test 3 compared with CS− test 0. The 1-h intake data revealed a similar pattern of results [group × test interaction, $F(6,96) = 4.8; P < 0.01$]. All three groups significantly increased their solution intakes from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 (12% glucose: 2.1 to 3.5 g/h; 12% MDG: 2.1 to 2.8 g/h; 12% OMG: 1.9 to 2.4 g/h).

In the alternating training sessions, the groups differed in their CS+ and CS− licks [group × CS interaction, $F(2,32) = 7.9; P < 0.01$]. Only the 12% Glucose and MDG groups licked more ($P < 0.05$) in the CS+ than CS− sessions (1.665 vs. 1.252, 1.368 vs. 1.230, respectively); CS+ and CS− licks were similar for the 12% OMG group (1.037 vs. 992).

Fig. 4B presents the lick data for the two-bottle CS+ vs. CS− choice test. Analysis of these data revealed a group × CS interaction [$F(2,32) = 8.6; P < 0.001$]. In particular, the 12% Glucose and MDG groups licked significantly more ($P < 0.001$) for the CS+ than CS−, while the CS+ and CS− licks of the 12% OMG group did not differ. Furthermore, the number of CS+ licks was greater in the 12% Glucose and MDG groups than in the 12% OMG group ($P < 0.01$), while the CS− licks did not differ. Similar results were obtained in the analysis of CS+ and CS− intakes during the two-bottle tests (data not shown). The groups also differed in their percent CS+ licks [$F(2,32) = 9.6; P < 0.001$] and the CS+ preference was greater in the 12% Glucose group (84%) than the MDG group (71%), which, in turn, was greater than that of the OMG group (56%).

**Blood glucose measures.** Fig. 5 presents the blood glucose (BG) data following IG infusions of water, glucose, MDG, or OMG in the different groups. Analysis of the absolute BG data revealed that overall, the three 8% sugar groups differed in their BG response [$F(3,47) = 30.3, P < 0.001$], and the effect varied as a function of time [group × time interaction, $F(9,141) = 66.4; P < 0.001$]. The groups did not differ at 0 min. At 15 min, they differed ($P < 0.05$) as follows: 8%...
Glucose following group differences: 8% OMG and 12% MDG. At the 60-min time point, they differed (\( P < 0.001 \)) as follows: 12% OMG > 12% Glucose = H\(_2\)O > 12% MDG. Analysis of the IAUC also revealed the following group differences: 12% Glucose > 12% OMG > H\(_2\)O = 12% MDG [\( F(3,43) = 27.89; P < 0.001 \)].

**DISCUSSION**

**MDG.** This experiment reports for the first time that a nonmetabolizable glucose analog can stimulate CS+ licking and condition a flavor preference; these responses occurred in the absence of changes in blood glucose levels. The 8% MDG infusions were nearly as effective in stimulating CS+ intake as 8% glucose and conditioned an identical preference (70%). The 8% infusions differed only in that MDG, unlike glucose, did not stimulate CS+ licking in test 1 (but see experiment 3). In contrast, the 12% MDG infusions were less effective than 12% glucose in stimulating intake in CS+ tests 1–3 and conditioned a weaker CS+ preference (71% vs. 84%). To determine whether a stronger preference could be obtained with a more concentrated MDG infusion, another group of mice \((n = 12)\) was tested as in this experiment but with IG infusions of 16% MDG. These mice showed only a marginal increase \(( P = 0.075)\) in 1-h CS+ licks in tests 1–3. In the two-bottle choice test, the 16% MDG group preferred \(( P < 0.05)\) the CS+ to the CS−, although their preference (62%) was weaker than those of the 8% and 12% MDG groups (70–71%), as well as that of a 16% Glucose group (80%) (67). It may be that at higher concentrations, the accumulation of the nonmetabolizable MDG in the body generates satiating or other inhibitory signals that counteract the appetition signals generated by this sugar analog.

**OMG.** The 8% and 12% OMG infusions stimulated CS+ licking about as much as did the MDG infusions but, unlike MDG (and glucose), did not condition significant CS+ preferences. The differential effectiveness of OMG and MDG may be due to the fact that OMG, unlike MDG, is not a substrate for SGLT1 and/or SGLT3 (glucose, galactose, MDG, OMG) stimulation. Tests 1–3 and MDG Appetition

The findings of the first two experiments that ligands of SGLT1 and/or SGLT3 (glucose, galactose, MDG, OMG) stimulate CS+ intake and, except for OMG, condition CS+ preferences suggest that the SGLT sensors mediate post-oral sugar appetition. If this is the case, then IG sugar conditioning should be blocked by the SGLT1/SGLT3 antagonist, phlorizin (17, 33). Experiment 3 tested this possibility by determining the effects of adding phlorizin to 8% glucose and 8% MDG infusions on stimulation of CS+ licking and preference con-
conditioning. Galactose and OMG were not included in this experiment because of their weaker conditioning effects.

**Experiment 3B** determined whether combining the GLUT2 inhibitor phloretin with phloridzin would more completely block the flavor-conditioning actions of IG glucose self-infusions. This manipulation was based on a recent report that phloridzin alone only partially blocked glucose stimulation of gut hormones [GLP-1, GIP, peptide YY (PYY)] in an acute intestinal infusion preparation, whereas a phloretin-phloridzin cocktail was fully effective (29).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Experiment 3A**

Three groups of adult male B6 mice were housed and tested as in the prior experiments: an 8% Glucose+0.4% phloridzin (GLU+Pz, n = 12), an 8% MDG+0.4% phloridzin group (MDG+Pz; n = 12), and an 8% MDG group (8% MDG, n = 9). The 0.4% (8.4 mM) phloridzin (Sigma) concentration was based on the report of Sastano et al. (46), which investigated the drug’s effect on the feeding inhibition produced by duodenal maltodextrin infusions in rats. This concentration was near the limit of solubility of phloridzin in the 8% sugar solutions. The data from the 8% GLU+Pz group were compared with the 8% Glucose group data from experiment 1A. A new 8% MDG group was included in this experiment to replicate the novel finding of experiment 2 that the nonmetabolizable glucose analog stimulated CS+ intake and conditioned a preference. Following behavioral testing, the effect of phloridzin on the blood glucose response to IG 8% glucose infusion was measured. No blood glucose analysis was performed on the 8% MDG+Pz and 8% MDG groups because 8% MDG did not alter blood glucose in experiment 2.

**Experiment 3B**

Two groups (n = 10 each) of adult male B6 mice were housed and tested as in the prior experiments. One group (GLU+Pz+Pt) was tested with 8% glucose self-infusions containing 0.4% (8.4 mM) phloridzin and 0.23% (8.4 mM) phloretin. Isomolar drug doses were used based on a prior study (29). [This study used a much lower dose (0.5 mM), but the inhibitors were added to a more dilute glucose solution (1.8%) than that used here.] Because of the limited solubility of phloretin, the glucose+phloridzin+phloretin mixture contained 3.25% 1 N NaOH to dissolve the drugs (38). A second group (GLU+Pz) was tested with 8% glucose self-infusions containing 0.4% phloridzin and 3.25% NaOH. This group was included to determine whether the addition of NaOH altered the conditioning response to 8% glucose + phloridzin infusions. The pH of glucose + phloretin + phloridzin and glucose + phloridzin solutions were 10.1 and 10.8, respectively. Following behavioral testing, the effects of phloridzin and phloretin on the blood glucose response to IG 8% glucose infusion were measured as in experiment 2 in the GLU+Pz and GLU+Pt+Pz groups. Two days after the BG test, a second BG test was conducted in some mice (5 GLU+Pz and 4 GLU+Pz+Pt) during which they were infused intragastrically with water containing 3.25% of 1 N NaOH.

**RESULTS**

**Experiment 3A**

Analysis of 8% MDG and MDG+Pz groups revealed that the two groups did not differ in their CS− licks paired with IG water self-infusion (test 0) but only the 8% MDG group increased licks in CS+ tests 1−3 [group × test interaction, F(3,57) = 7.0, P < 0.001] (Fig. 6A). A comparison of the CS+ tests 1−3 licks indicated that the groups did not differ in CS+

---

**Fig. 6.** Values are expressed as means ± SE. A: 1-h total licks are plotted for one bottle tests 0−3. The mice drank (1 h/day) a CS−-flavored saccharin solution paired with IG water infusions in test 0 before being switched to a CS+−flavored saccharin solution paired with IG sugar infusions. The MDG+phloridzin (Pz), MDG, GLU+Pz, and GLU groups were infused with 8% MDG, 8% MDG+0.4% Pz, 8% glucose, and 8% glucose+0.4% Pz, respectively. B: 1-h licks are plotted for CS+− and CS−−flavored saccharin solutions during the two-bottle preference test for the MDG, MDG+Pz, GLU, and GLU+Pz groups. CS+− and CS−− intakes were not paired with IG infusions during the test. Number atop bar represents mean percent preference for the CS+− solution. *Significant differences (P < 0.05) between test 0 vs. tests 1−3 licks and between CS+− vs. CS−− licks.
In the alternating training sessions, the 8% MDG group licked more in the CS+ than in the CS− sessions (1,586.8 vs. 1,107.4), whereas the CS+ and CS− licks did not differ in the 8% MDG+Pz group [F(1,19) = 7.47; group × CS interaction, F(1,19) = 22.5, P < 0.01]. In addition, the MDG group licked more overall than did the MDG+Pz group [F(1,19) = 15.6; P < 0.001].

In the two-bottle choice test, the 8% MDG group licked significantly more (P < 0.001) for the CS+ than CS−, while the CS licks of the 8% MDG+Pz group did not differ [F(1,19) = 11.1, P < 0.01, Fig. 6B]. Furthermore, the number of CS+ licks was greater in the 8% MDG group than in the 8% MDG+Pz group (P < 0.001), while CS− licks did not differ. Similar results were obtained in the analysis of CS+ and CS− intakes during the two-bottle tests (data not shown). The CS+ preference was also greater in the 8% MDG than in the 8% MDG+Pz group [72% vs. 57%, t(19) = 3.1, P < 0.01].

Analysis of the 1-h lick data for the GLU+Pz and GLU groups indicated that overall, the groups did not differ in their CS licks, and both groups increased their licks from CS− test 0 to CS+ tests 1–3 [F(3,63) = 29.21; P < 0.001] (Fig. 6A). The groups differed, however, in the distribution of their within-session CS+ licks in tests 1–3, although not in their CS− licks in test 0. That is, the GLU+Pz group licked less (P < 0.01) during the first 20 min of the 1-h tests but more during the last 20 min compared with the GLU group [group × period interaction, F(2,42) = 95.6; P < 0.001]. The 1-h intake data revealed that both groups significantly increased their intakes from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 (2.0 to 3.3 g/h for 8% GLU and 2.0 to 2.9 g/h for 8% GLU+Pz), although intakes for the 8% GLU group exceeded (P < 0.05) that of the 8% GLU+Pz group in CS+ tests 1 and 2 [group × test interaction, F(3,63) = 2.8, P = 0.047].

In the alternating training sessions, the groups differed in their CS+ and CS− licks [group × CS interaction, F(1,21) = 13.2; P = 0.01]. Whereas the 8% GLU group licked more (P < 0.001) in CS+ than CS− sessions (1,467.0 vs. 1,152.1), the CS licks of the 8% GLU+Pz group did not differ (1,349.9 vs. 1,318.5).

The GLU+Pz mice, like the GLU mice, licked significantly more (P < 0.001) for the CS+ than CS in the two-bottle choice tests [F(1,21) = 22.85; P < 0.001], and there were no group differences (Fig. 6B). The GLU+Pz and GLU groups also displayed comparable CS+ preferences (68% and 70%, respectively). Similar results were obtained in the analysis of CS+ and CS− intakes during the two-bottle tests (data not shown).

Analysis of the BG data for the GLU, GLU+Pz, and water groups indicated a group × concentration interaction [F(6,96) = 58.40, P < 0.001] (Fig. 7). Individual comparisons revealed higher (P < 0.05) BG levels in the GLU group compared with the GLU+Pz and water groups at the 15-min time point, whereas the GLU+Pz had a higher blood glucose than the GLU group at the 30-min time point. The IAUC analysis indicated that the 8% GLU group had a greater overall increase in BG than the 8% GLU+Pz group, which, in turn, had a greater increase than the Water group [F(2,32) = 13.90; P < 0.001] (Fig. 7).

**Experiment 3B**

Analysis of the 1-h lick data indicated that the GLU+Pz and GLU+Pz+Pt groups did not differ in their CS− licks in test 0, but only the GLU+Pz group increased its licking response in the CS+ tests [group × test interaction, F(3,54) = 10.6, P < 0.001] (Fig. 8A). Within-group analyses indicated that the GLU+Pz group licked more in test 1 than in test 0 and more in tests 2 and 3 than in test 1 [F(3,27) = 22.5; P < 0.001]. The 1-h intake data revealed a similar pattern of results [group × test interaction, F(3,54) = 7.47; P < 0.001]: the GLU+Pz mice increased their intake from CS− test 0 to CS+ test 3 (2.1 to 2.6 g/h), while intake did not significantly change in the GLU+Pz+Pt group (2.1 to 1.9 g/h).

In the alternating training sessions, the GLU+Pz group licked more overall than the GLU+Pz+Pt group [F(1,18) = 26.8; P < 0.001]. The GLU+Pz group licked somewhat more in the CS+ than CS− sessions (1,226.4 vs. 1,172.0), whereas the GLU+Pz+Pt group showed the opposite pattern (863.9 vs.
The phloridzin findings of experiment 3A provide partial support for the involvement of SGLT1/SGLT3 in preference conditioning. In particular, phloridzin completely blocked MDG-induced stimulation of CS+ licking and preference conditioning. Yet, the same phloridzin dose had a relatively minor effect on glucose conditioning. Glucose+phloridzin stimulated licking nearly as much as glucose alone and produced a comparable CS+ preference. Phloridzin, however,
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Fig. 8. Experiment 3B: Values are expressed as means ± SE. A: 1-h total licks are plotted for one bottle tests 0–3. The mice drank (1 h/day) a CS−-flavored saccharin solution paired with IG water infusions in test 0 before being switched to a CS+-flavored saccharin solution paired with IG sugar infusions. The GLU+Pz+phlorizin (Pt) and GLU+Pz groups were infused with 8% glucose+0.4% Pz+0.23% Pt and 8% glucose+0.4% Pz containing 3.25% 1 N NaOH, respectively. B: 1-h licks are plotted for CS+- and CS−-flavored saccharin solutions during the two-bottle preference test with the GLU+Pz+Pt and GLU+Pz groups. CS+ and CS− intakes were not paired with IG infusions during the test. Number atop bar represents mean percent preference for the CS+ solution. *Significant differences (P < 0.05) between test 0 vs. tests 1–3 licks and between CS+ vs. CS− licks.

909.2) but the group × CS interaction was not significant [P = 0.095].

The two-bottle test data revealed significant group differences (Fig. 8B): the GLU+Pz mice licked more (P < 0.01) for the CS+ than CS−, whereas the GLU+Pz+Pt mice did not differ in their CS licks [group × CS interaction, F(1,18) = 26.4, P < 0.001]. Similar results were obtained in the analysis of the two-bottle CS+ and CS− intake data (data not shown). The CS+ preference was also greater in the GLU+Pz group than in the GLU+Pz+Pt [63% vs. 50%, t(18) = 4.9; P < 0.001].

Analysis of the BG data for the GLU+Pz, GLU+Pz+Pt, and Water groups indicated small but significant differences
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Fig. 9. Experiment 3B: Values are expressed as means ± SE. A: blood glucose at 0, 15, 30, and 60 min after a 0.6-ml infusion of 8% glucose+0.4% Pz, 8% glucose+0.4% Pz+0.23% Pt, and water in the GLU+Pz, GLU+Pz+Pt, and H2O groups, respectively. All infusions contained 3.25% of 1 N NaOH. B: blood glucose IAUC in the GLU+Pz, GLU+Pz+Pt, and H2O groups.

DISCUSSION

The phloridzin findings of experiment 3A provide partial support for the involvement of SGLT1/SGLT3 in preference conditioning. In particular, phloridzin completely blocked MDG-induced stimulation of CS+ licking and preference conditioning. Yet, the same phloridzin dose had a relatively minor effect on glucose conditioning. Glucose+phloridzin stimulated licking nearly as much as glucose alone and produced a comparable CS+ preference. Phloridzin, however,
reduced the stimulation of licking during the early part of the 1-h CS+ sessions and blocked the differential licking response in the alternating CS+ and CS− training sessions. Experiment 3B revealed that adding phloretin to the glucose + phloridzin infusion completely blocked the sugar-induced stimulation of CS+ licking and CS+ preference. The inclusion of NaOH in glucose infusion was not responsible for this effect because the Glu+Pz group, which also had NaOH in the glucose infusion, showed stimulation of CS+ licking in the 1-h sessions and a significant two-bottle CS+ preference. Unexpectedly, the Glu+Pz+Pt infusion increased blood glucose more than the GLU+Pz infusion, but this was due, in part, to the lower baseline blood glucose level of the former group.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present findings confirm reports that glucose and glucose-containing carbohydrates (sucrose, maltose, maltodextrin) have potent post-oral appetite-stimulating actions in mice and rats (50). Our prior findings identified the upper intestinal tract as a primary site for this glucose appetition effect and indicated that gut T1R2 and T1R3 sweet receptors are not essential for post-oral sugar conditioning (50). Instead, the present findings implicate SGLT1 and SGLT3 as the sugar sensors responsible for glucose appetition and demonstrate for the first time that sugar metabolism is not required for post-oral stimulation of intake and preference conditioning in the mouse.

Experiment 1 revealed that IG infusions of 8–12% glucose, and to a lesser extent, galactose, but not fructose, stimulated 1-h CS+ intake and conditioned significant CS+ preferences. The differential response to glucose and fructose extends our findings that only glucose self-infusions stimulated CS+ licking and preference in B6 mice tested with 24-h/day sessions (49). On the other hand, the galactose-conditioned flavor preference observed in experiment 1 contrasts with the failure of IG galactose to condition CS+ preferences in mice trained 24 h/day (49). Differences in the training procedures used in the present and prior study may explain the discrepant findings. In addition to test session length (1 vs. 24 h/day), the concentration of the saccharin used to sweeten the CS solutions differed substantially (0.025 vs. 0.2%). The use of the more palatable saccharin solution in the Sclafani and Ackoff (49) study may have driven galactose intake (via self-infusions) to a level that does not support flavor conditioning because of the limited ability of rodents to metabolize the sugar (4). In the 24-h IG study, the B6 mice consumed ~23 g/day of a net 8% galactose solution when drinking the CS+ solution paired with IG infusions of 16% galactose, which is considerably more than the 9 g/day intake of B6 mice given the choice of 8% galactose and water in a 24-h two-bottle test (68). Furthermore, while the mice preferred 8% galactose to water, their galactose preference declined precipitously when the sugar concentration increased to 16 and 32%, which mirrors the decline in CS+ preference when the IG galactose infusion increased from 12% to 16% in the present study. Thus, impaired galactose metabolism may have contributed to the low CS+ preferences, relative to glucose, observed in the experiment 1.

The effectiveness of IG galactose but not fructose to condition a CS+ preference in B6 mice further discounts the involvement of gut T1R2 and T1R3 receptors in post-oral appetition given that fructose is more effective than galactose in stimulating sweet receptors (25, 27). Consistent with the present results, we recently reported that sweet aguesic Tlr3 KO mice and Trpm5 KO mice developed preferences for galactose, but not fructose in 24-h sugar vs. water tests, which we attributed to the differential post-oral actions of the sugars. The present conditioning results with the nonmetabolizable sugars suggest the involvement of gut SGLT1 and SGLT3 sugar sensors, given that glucose binds to both SGLT1 and 3, galactose binds to SGLT1, and fructose is not a substrate for either sensor.

Further evidence for the involvement of gut SGLT sensors in sugar appetition is provided by the findings obtained with the nonmetabolizable glucose analogs in experiment 2. The IG self-infusions of MDG and OMG stimulated CS+ 1-h licking, and MDG conditioned significant CS+ preferences. Because both analogs bind to SGLT1 but only MDG binds to SGLT3, the findings would appear to implicate SGLT3 in the flavor-conditioning response. The significant, albeit weak CS+ preferences produced by the IG galactose infusions, however, indicate that SGLT1 stimulation alone can support flavor conditioning. At the 8% concentration, MDG was nearly identical to glucose in stimulating CS+ intake and preference. They differed only in that 8% MDG infusion failed to increase CS+ licking in test 1 of experiment 2, but it did so in experiment 3. At the higher concentrations (12–16%), however, MDG was significantly less effective than glucose. We previously reported that IG glucose-conditioned preferences increased from 52% to 91%, as glucose concentration increased from 2% to 32% (67). In the present study, MDG conditioned 70% preferences at 8% and 12% concentrations, whereas 16% MDG produced only a 62% CS+ preference. In addition, whereas 8% and 16% glucose infusions induced similar increases in CS+ intakes, CS+ intakes declined as MDG concentration increased from 8% to 16% MDG. As previously noted, the accumulation of the nonmetabolizable MDG at intestinal and/or postabsorptive sites may generate inhibitory signals that limit MDG-induced appetition.

In experiment 3, phloridzin completely blocked the CS+ intake-stimulating and preference-conditioning actions of the IG MDG infusions. This provides additional evidence that the appetite stimulation induced by the sugar analog is mediated by SGLT1 and/or SGLT3. On the other hand, phloridzin had minimal effects on glucose appetition. Conceivably, phloridzin may be more effective in inhibiting the binding of MDG than glucose to the SGLT1/3 sensors. Alternatively (or in addition), there may be another sensing process that contributes to glucose appetition. Consistent with this view, adding phloretin plus phloridzin to the IG glucose infusion completely blocked the ability of the sugar to stimulate CS+ licking and condition a preference. Phloretin is an inhibitor of GLUT2, a sugar transporter that may function as a glucose sensor in the intestinal tract (29). GLUT2 transports glucose and other sugars, but not MDG, from intestinal cells into the blood. Some evidence also indicates that, in the presence of high luminal sugar levels, GLUT2 is expressed in the luminal surface of the gut and contributes to glucose uptake and the release of GLP-1, GIP, and PYY hormones (29). Mace et al. (29) reported that glucose absorption and hormone release was reduced by only ~50% by phloridzin, whereas a mixture of phloridzin+phloretin completely blocked the release of the three hormones (but see Ref. 37). If apical GLUT2 signaling contributes to the appetition
response to glucose, this could explain why MDG is less effective than glucose at high concentrations in stimulating CS+ licking and preference. However, if this were the case, then fructose, which would be transported by apical GLUT2 (26), would be expected to have some appetitive effect in B6 mice, which it did not. The role of GLUT2 in luminal sugar absorption remains a controversial issue (14, 28, 53), and its role in post-oral sugar appetition requires further investigation.

In addition to mimicking the post-oral appetitive effect of glucose, MDG also appears to have a sweet taste, as evidenced by 1-min and 24-h preference tests with B6 mice (Sclafani A., unpublished data) and gustatory nerve recording and conditioned taste aversion tests in gerbils (24). Thus, MDG can be considered a nonnutritive sweetener to mice, although one quite different from the typical high-potency, nonnutritive sweeteners (e.g., saccharin, sucralose) that stimulate T1R2 and T1R3 receptors but not SGLT sensors. Interestingly, recent studies indicate that SGLT1, GLUT2, and other sugar transporters are colocalized with T1R3 in lingual taste cells, where they may contribute to the taste response to sugars (32, 59, 64). In contrast to B6 mice, preliminary findings indicate that MDG is minimally sweet to Sprague-Dawley rats and does not stimulate CS+ intake or preference when infused IG (Sclafani, A. and Ackroff, K., unpublished data). Rats and mice also differ in their oral and IG conditioning response to galactose [Sclafani, A., unpublished data (49, 51)]. It appears that MDG and galactose have different oral and postabsorptive actions in the two species.

While the present findings suggest that intestinal SGLT1 and SGLT3 and perhaps GLUT2 sugar sensors mediate post-oral sugar appetition, how the signals generated by these sensors reach the brain to alter intake and preference remains unclear. Vagal afferents are a potential pathway, but the available evidence argues against this neural route. In particular, total or selective (surgical, chemical) destruction of vagal afferents or vagal and sympathetic fibers did not prevent IG sugar conditioning in rats (50). Capsaicin-induced deafferentation also did not prevent glucose-induced appetite in B6 mice (66). These findings point to a humoral signaling pathway instead. Some studies suggest that sugar-stimulated insulin release might mediate CS+ flavor conditioning (60, 61), but this is challenged by the glucose-conditioned preferences displayed by insulin-deficient diabetic rats (1). The appetitive effects produced by MDG in the present study further argue against a critical role for insulin given that gastric intubation of MDG did not increase insulin secretion in mice (37). MDG along with OMG, galactose, and glucose stimulate the release of various gut hormones, including GLP-1, GIP, and PYY via SGLT1, SGLT3, and/or GLUT2 sensors. Yet GLP-1 and PYY have suppressive effects on feeding and condition taste aversions rather than preferences (9, 13, 22, 55). There are no data to suggest that GIP stimulates sugar intake, and some findings indicate that fructose, which does not have a post-oral appetition effect in B6 mice, promotes GIP release in mice (18). Ghrelin is the one gut hormone known to stimulate eating and enhance food reward (31, 42), but glucose acts in the intestine to inhibit ghrelin release, which argues against its involvement in post-oral appetition (40, 62). Conceivably, intestinal glucose may promote the release of an as yet unidentified orexigenic hormone via SGLT1 and SGLT3 sensors that signals the brain to increase intake and condition a flavor preference.

The present study focused on the appetite-stimulating actions of sugars in the gut, which are distinct from the appetite-inhibitory or satiation actions of sugars, as reviewed elsewhere (48). Of particular interest here are studies related to SGLT involvement in sugar satiation and satiety. In an early study, intestinal infusions of glucose and fructose, but not galactose or OMG suppressed subsequent food intake, which argued against SGLT mediation in sugar-induced satiety (7). In contrast, later studies reported that intestinal infusions of glucose, galactose, OMG, and MDG, but not fructose, suppressed ongoing feeding in rats, which implicates SGLT signaling in the satiation process (33, 34). Most recently, Delaere et al. (12) observed that portal glucose and MDG, but not OMG, suppressed subsequent feeding in rats, which specifically implicates SGLT3 in this postabsorptive satiety response. The feeding-suppressive effect of portal glucose was blocked by phloridzin and capsaicin-induced visceral differentiation, which contrasts with the failure of phloridzin alone (experiment 3) or capsaicin treatment (66) to block glucose appetition. Thus, SGLT1 and SGLT3 appear to mediate at least some forms of sugar-induced satiety, as well as sugar-induced appetition. It may be that SGLT sensors generate several different signals depending upon their location in the viscera that stimulate intake when gut nutrient levels are low and suppress intake when levels are high.

Perspectives and Significance

Post-oral sugar-conditioned flavor preferences are often considered to be a form of “flavor-calorie” learning, in which the presumed unconditioned stimulus is generated by intracellular sugar metabolism (57). Previous results that isocaloric IG fructose and glucose infusions differ substantially in their flavor-conditioning actions argue against the idea that sugar-conditioned preference is based on the sugar’s energy value per se (47, 50). The present findings that IG infusions of nonmetabolizable MDG, but not metabolizable fructose, stimulate CS+ intake and preference provides compelling new evidence that post-oral flavor conditioning does not require a signal related to sugar metabolism. The MDG findings also demonstrate that flavor conditioning can occur in the absence of changes in blood glucose. Other findings obtained with ileal, hepatic-portal, and intraperitoneal glucose infusions indicate that elevations in blood sugar are not sufficient to condition preferences when associated with a nonnutritive flavor source (e.g., saccharin solution) (2, 15, 67). These results, however, do not rule out a contributory role of postabsorptive sugar signaling and/or metabolism in enhancing food preferences when combined with preabsorptive signals (2, 10).

Post-oral sugar appetition is not unique to rodents but has been observed in species as diverse as flies, sheep, and humans (50). Interestingly, a recent report revealed that glucose preference in sweet-agoutic *Drosophila* requires a sodium-glucose transporter analogous to the mammalian SGLT1 (16). *Drosophila* differs from the mouse, however, in that phloridzin blocked the fly glucose preference (16), whereas phloridzin plus phloretin were required to block glucose conditioning in the mouse. Also, unlike in the B6 mouse, fructose supported post-oral preferences in the fly (16, 36). Humans learn to prefer the flavor of glucose-rich drinks based on the sugar’s post-oral actions (6, 11, 65). Recent fMRI data were interpreted as
evidence that fructose activates the human brain reward system more than glucose (41), but behavioral evidence for fructose reward was not presented. Whether humans are like mice or flies in their food-conditioning response to fructose remains to be determined.
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